
•How can I can present and interpret data in a bar 
chart with a scale counting in 2s.

I can collect data in a tally chart. 
I can collate data into a frequency table. 
I can create a bar chart using a scale counting in 2s. 
I can answer questions about a bar chart with a scale 
counting in 2s.



For each question, decide the quickest way to add the numbers together.
What number should be written in the ‘Total’ column?

Quick Total

Scores Total

29

46

48

65

52

64

60

115

15, 7, 5, 2

12, 16, 18

11, 13, 11, 13

19, 15, 21, 10

16, 14, 14, 8

15, 24, 15, 10

8,11, 12, 9, 20

21, 22, 2523, 24,



Look at this bar chart. 
What are the totals for each column of the chart? 

Changing the Scale

10

8

15

7

1



What is the same about this chart? What is different? 

This chart shows the 
same information, but 

this time the scale 
goes up in twos. 

Each point on the scale 
counts for two people.

Changing the Scale



How are odd numbers shown?

Why is it better to 
present this 

information in a 
chart with a scale 
counting in 2s?

Changing the Scale



Dice Rolls

Roll the dice ten times.

Tally the score you roll each time.

Total the number of times each score on the dice was rolled.



Score Tally Frequency

1

2

3

4

5

6



Here is the bar chart we looked at earlier in the lesson. 
Could we present our data in a similar way? 

Presenting Our Data

Why would it be 
useful to use a 

scale counting in 
2s for our chart?

How will we show 
odd numbers on 

our chart?



title
As we are 

using a scale 
counting in 

2s, the 
numbers on 
the axis go 
up in 2s. labels

scale

Can you label the parts of the bar chart

Always use a ruler to draw 
the bars on a bar chart! 

axis

Presenting Our Data



title

As we are 
using a scale 
counting in 

2s, the 
numbers on 
the axis go 
up in 2s.

labels

scale

Did you get it right?

Always use a ruler to draw 
the bars on a bar chart! 

axis

Presenting Our Data



Dice Rolling Bar Chart
Use your frequency chart to complete a bar chart with a scale counting in 2s



Interpreting Our Data

Which score occurs most often? 

Which score occurs least often? 

Can you think of a question to ask your partner about the 
data that starts ‘How many more…’?

Can you think of a question to ask your partner about the 
data that starts ‘What’s the difference…’?



Interpreting Our Data
How do Molly and Ben’s scores compare with yours?

Which scores did you roll 
more often?

Which scores did you roll 
less often? 


